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I. Center-projective bundles. Let M be a differentiable manifold of the dimension
n ^ 2. Let ^ denote the module of differentiable scalar functions on M and 9^ the
set of densities on M. We notice that every density 5 of the weight q may be
represented locally by s = |det/y^p where (/^^\ .. .,/^"^) are elements of #" and / j ' ^
is the j-th partial derivative with respect to the local map in question. We denote by R"
the n-dimensional Cartesian space, i.e. the space of n-tuples of real numbers
provided with the usual topology based on cubes.
Let p be a fixed point of M and (O, x) some local map which covers p, О being an
open set and x : 0 -> R" a parametrisation. Then we define differential operators
^\{v\ • •., ^n{p) by putting for any / e J^
(1)

x,(p)/=(a,/oX-^)(x(p))^).

The sequence {^i{p))i^n is just a natural hnear frame at p defined by the parametrisa
tion X. Instead of x^( —) we shall write simply x^. If {U, y) is another map covering p,
then it defines the parameters
(2)

А'1{Р,Х1У) = У1Р)Х\

А%Р,У1Х)^Х1Р)У'.

(x^ or y^ is the /c-th component of the corresponding parametrisation.) The following
relations follow from the theorem on differentiation of composed mappings: x^ =
= Äj( — , yjx) Yj. The two parametrisations x and у define the same linear frame at p
if and only if we have Aj(p, xjy) = ô) (of Kronecker). In other words: if and only
if X and y define the same j e t of the first order at p. [1]. Then we define the frames of
the second order by putting
(3)

x,j{p) f = {d,jf о X -1) (.x(p)),

Al{p, xjy) = YHI{P) X" .

Then the sequence (xi(p), ..., x„(p), ..., x^^,(p),...) is a frame of the second order
^) These symbols for partial derivatives were proposed by W. W^ALISZEWSKI.
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at p, defined by x. Just as above, the two maps x and y, both covering p, define the
same frame of the second order if and only if Äj{p, xjy) = ô) and Ä)i{p, xjy) = 0,
i.e. if and only if they define the same jet of the second order.
Two functions / and g e ^ define the same jet of the first order at p if it is f(p) =
= g(p) and if for any local map, say (O, x), we have x^(p) ( / — ^f) = 0 for г = 1, ...
..., n. We denote by #"' the module of fields of the first order jets of scalars.
If a frame (х^(р))^^„ is given then each vector v tangent to M at p may be represented
in the form v = v' Xj.(p). If we have two representations of the same vector, say
V = v^ Xi(p) = u'Yi{p)-> then the following relations hold: v' = Ä]{p,xly)u-' and
u' = Ä){p, yjx) v\
Then we compute the first prolongation of the vector field v which is to be represented in any coordinate neighbourhood of p. We put Vj(p) = Xj(p) v' and v^ =
= (v^Xji + î)]Xf)j^i „. Thus the pair (v, v^,,) is the representations of the first
prolongation of v. The following transformation rules may be easily obtained from
(1), (2), (3) by computation: if v^ = {v'Xji + v}x^)j = {и'Ул + и)Уг)]^п then we have
(4)
(5)

^ij = A'lj^-, yjx) Yk + 4 X - , ylx) 4 ( - , xjy) Y Ik ,
v] = U]Ä]{-^,

yjx) 4 ( - , xly) + u'Ail-,

xjy) AX-,

у/х) .

(6) Proposition. A vector field may be viewed as the Lie derivative of the elements
of ^ . The first prolongation of the vector field v may be viewed as the Lie derivative
of the elements of ^'.
It follows from the well known expressions in local coordinates that
( £ J ) ( p ) = t;'x,(p)/,
{4^if))

(P) = (v^' ^ÀP) + vi

xj{p))f.

Let us write the formula for the Lie derivative of a density s of the weight q. We
have
(7)

{^os){p)^v'xlp)s

+ {j:v^j)qs.
J

We introduce the new operator Xo(p) which corresponds to any local map (O, x)
by putting
(8)

XQ{P) Z = (weight of z) z{p)

for every z e ^ . Thus formula (7) may be presented in a compact form

(9)

(S„s)(p) = i.^xXp)s
J= 0
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where by definition v^ = ^ D - . From now on capital indices vary from 0 to n. We
i

have to examine yet what is the rule of transformation of the Lie derivatives of the
form v^Xj when changing the local parametrisation.
(10)

Proposition. / / £y = v^Xj = U^YJ then we have the following
u<' = v'' + At{p,ylx)v\

u^ =

relations

Ai{p,yjx)v''

where Л°(р, yjx) = A4{p, xjy) А'ф, yjx).
They may be obtained directly from (5) and from the identity ^j( —, xjy)

Al{-,

yjx) = Ol
(11) Proposition. We have the following transformation rule for the
0f{Xj)
Xo=^Yo,
Yi =
Af{-,xly)Xk,

components

This follows from the previous proposition and from the invariancy of the Lie
derivative.
The transformation rules in both propositions above may be written briefly as
follows: u^ = AJjV^, YJ = ^ A^Xj^ where both matrices A and ~Л are of the form

Г1, АЦ

(12)

к A[\ '

We notice that it is a matrix of a center-projective transformation which leaves
invariant that point of the projective n-space which has the uniform coordinates
(1, 0 , . . . , 0). This provides a reason to propose the following
(13) Definition. A center-projective frame at p G M defined by a local map ( 0 , x)
is the (n + l)-tuple of operators (xo(p), x^(^p), ..., x„(p)) (see (1) and (8)).
(14) Proposition. The two local parametrisations x and y of a neighbourhood of p
define the same center-projective frame if and only if the matrix (12) is the unit
matrix, i.e. if Af^(p, xjy) = 0 and Al[p, xjy) = ô^.
It follows directly from Proposition (U).
(15) Proposition. The condition of Proposition (14) may be reformulated
follows:
Ai{p,xly) = ôl and
Yk{p){àQtA%p,xly))=^0,

as

Proof. We put A{p, xjy) = det A]{p, xjy). We compute
Yu{p) A{-,

xjy) = YiYkip) A^i-^, xjy)) . minor {A^ip, xjy)) =
PA

= A . АЦр, yjx) Al,{p, xjy) = A . A',{p, xjy) ,
which yields our proposition.
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We introduce the following notions and notation:
The principal fibre bundle of linear frames on M will be denoted by HM; the
bundle of the frames of the second order will be denoted by Я2М.
The bundles of vectors tangent to M at p and of their first prolongations will be
denoted by TM and T2M respectively. Their restrictions to the fibre over p (i.e. the
tangent spaces to M at p of the first and of the second order) will be denoted by {ТМ)р
and {T2M)p respectively.
(17) Definition. The divergence space tangent to M at p is the linear space of all
derivatives of densities. It will be denoted by {KM)p and the corresponding bundle
will be denoted by KM,
(18) The principal bundle associated with KM is the bundle of frames of the form
(xo, X j , . . . , x„). It is called the bundle of centro-projective frames and it will be
denoted by PM.
(19) П, Ü2 andZ." denote the structural groups of HM, H2M and of PM respectively.
The are called the linear group, the prolongated linear group and the center-projective
group.
PM andL" may be described in the terms of jets as follows: We consider local
diffeomorphisms of neighbourhoods of 0 G jR" into R" which transform 0 to some
point a. We say that two such mappings h and к are p^'-equivalent if and only if
A){0, hjk) = Ö] and, moreover, dj det Л^(0, gjk) = 0 for i,j = 1, ..., n.
(20) Definition. A class of pj-equivalence of diff*eomorphisms will be named a pro
jective jet of the first order. If /i is a representing diffeomorphism then the related
projective jet will be denoted by (pj ft)o,aA generaUzation of the notion of the projective jet onto such jets of local diffeo
morphisms of JR" into the manifold M is obvious.
Now we are able to formulate the main notions in the terms of projective jets:
Z." is the set of projective jets of the form (pj ")o,o provided with an operation of
group multiplication as follows:
{pj fc)o.o . {pj ^)o,o = {pj ^ ° ^^)o,o .
A center-projective frame at p e M is a projective jet of the form (py x"^)^(^,) p
where x is some parametrisation of a neighbourhood of p, (By using a suitable
translation on R^ we may always assume that x{p) = 0.) The right action by g EL
on a center-projective frame x = {pj x'~%^p may be performed as follows: If g ^=
= {pj ^)o,o then we have
x,g
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= {pj x"^ 0^)0,0.

One may examine easily that the two parametrisations x and y of a neighbourhood
of p define the same center-projective frame if and only if we have (pj x о j^~^) =
= (pj i) where t is the identity mapping of R".
We denote by т (by n) the natural projections of the second order jets (of the
projective jets) to the jets of the first order. Then we introduce the following equi
valence relations ä, in the set of jets of the second order:
Ç{ff)aj(a)

= ^ ( / 9)a,f(a)

if ^Ud Оп1у if

( p j / о б ' " ' ) / ( « ) , / ( « ) = (PJ ^)f(a)Jia)

•

Using the same notation ^ for the mapping of Ü2 (and of H2M respectively) onto
the classes of the (^-equivalence we have
(21) Theorem, The mapping С preserves the group operations.
Proof. We have to show that if x and у are the frames of the second order such
that £(x) = ^(y) then for each g e L\ we have ^{xg) = ^(yg). In fact, let g =
= (i27)o,o- Thus we have (pj (xg) о (yg)'^) = {pj Xoy'^) = {pj t), i.e. ^{xg) =
= ç(yg). We have to examine the same for the group elements. Let aj, a*, «2^ ^2
be elements of П2 such that a^ = (j^ (pa)o,o^ «* = (j^ Фа)о,о foi" a = 1, 2. We have
to show that if ç{a^) — ^{a^) then we have ^{a^ . «2) = ^{a^ . a*)- ^^ f^^t we have
{pj (p^o(p2

0 {(pt о (pt)~^)

= {pj (Pl о {(p2 о (pt~^)

о CpT^)

=

= {pj <pi). {pj (Pi о Ф Г ^ ) • {pj (pt"^) =
= {pj <Pl) . {pj f) . {pj (Pt~') = {pj V) .
This means that the relation ^ holds between «1.^2 ^^^ ^1 • ^2? 4-^-à.
It follows from the above theorem that the following diagrams of homomorphisms
are commutative:
L <—
(22)

7Г\

n\

PM <—

/ г

7Г\

П

H.M
/t

HM

Now we have to compute the mapping ^ of Ü2 in the coordinates. Notice that the
parameters Al{p, yjx), ЛЦ^р, yjx) are natural coordinates of an element a e Ü2,
namely of that one which transforms the frame (37 ^, yij)ij^n onto the frame
{xi, ^ij)ij^n' It follows from proposition (14) that a does riot change the corresponding
center-projective frame (jj)j=o,...,n if and only if Äi{p, xjy) = ôl and Л^{р, xjy) =
=-- A](P, yjx) ÄII^{P, xjy) = 0. Thus we have the formula
ç{l^i 4,),,,,,^„) = (4)7=o,...,„ Where 4 = {A" J, A^ .
k=l,...,n
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(23) Definition. If v and w are two fields of divergences (i.e. the local cross sections
of KM) both being defined in some open set U a M, then we define their generalized
Poisson bracket by
for every density s.
We shall compute v, w in the local coordinates. If we have v = v^Xj and w = w^Xj
then for any s 6 .9^ of the weight q we have
£, о £^ = 2,{q w^s + w'Xis) =
= v^XQ^q w^s + w'Xis) + v^Xjjl^q w^s + w'Xis) =
= q^v^w^s + q v^w'XiS + q v\Xf^w^) 5 + ^ v^w^Xj^s + v\xj^w^) (x^s) + v^w^x^^s) .
Interchanging f and w we obtain
^[.,w]5 = (v^x^w"^) - w^Xfci;^)) ^5 + {v\xj,w') - w^Xfct;-'')) x^-s.
Thus we have [v, w] = [v, wY Xj where

(24) Definition. A proportionality class of divergences is named a punctor. (Cf.
[3]-)
A geometrical sense of a punctor is simple. We map the linear space {КМ)р onto
a center-projective space denoted by (ПМ)р. Then every divergence v^Xj is
mapped onto a punctor whose homogeneous coordinates are (v^, v^, ..., f"). If t;^ Ф 0
then this punctor may be provided with local coordinates (z')^=i „ where z' =
= v^jv^. The transformation rule of a punctor written in these coordinates is

(25) Definition. The center-projective space {ПМ)р whose elements are punctors at
a fixed point p e M will be named the center-projective space.
П. Center-projective connections. We consider Lie algebras L", L", Ц of the groups
L",Z.", L"2 respectively. We interpret them as vector spaces which are tangent to the
corresponding group manifolds at the unit element. Formulas are known for the
commutator in И and Ü2 [4]. Namely, if (/i)i,/^n ^^à (l{, lf')ij,kun ^r^ natural bases
in L" and Ц respectively (in the traditional notation l{ = djdgp If = djôg^k) then we
have

(26)

[/i/f] =ifô4 + ifôi-ifôi,

(26bis)

[IV, If] = 2IV ^'5f - 2lf O-^f).
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(27) Theorem. There exist homomorphisms T, П, a such that the following
is commutative:
12.

L"
(28)

\

/T

/

diagram

I"
•-2

L1
Proof. We recall the first diagram (22) and put T = т'(е), Я = я'(е), E =
= ^'(e) where denotes a tangential mapping and e is the unit element. The group iL"
is a subgroup of L""^^ so that we may obtain formulas for [., .] in L" from (25)
taking into account that l^ = 0. We have then [fj, i f ] = liôf - Ifôi. Hence we
obtain formulas

(29)

[4 4'] = 4^1,

[li,Q=0

which together with (26) yield the Lie structure of L".
Then T i s a mapping which maps (fj, lf)ij,kgn ^^ ('Oi.j^« while П maps (Ц, 1^)
to (/i)ij^„. In order to compute S we differentiate ^ at the point e. In view of
а{Л1 AI) -^ (*^i^i,) we obtain

where ll = 1^^. In order to prove that 5^ is a homomorphism with respect to [., .]
we have to perform a contraction of indices in (26). Then we obtain formula (29)
which expresses the Lie algebra t". After this the commutativity of the diagram is
evident, q.e.d.
S may be written also in the form E(jl^) == ôllj).
We notice that the following splitting sequence
0 Л R" Л t« Д L" -> 0
is exact, rj denotes a mapping which transforms (a^, ..., a") e R" to ^a-^/o e P .
J

Let H2M be a principal bundle of the third order frame over M. Let p2 be a multi
plicative structure of all frames of the second order on K". Thus p obeys a distinguished
element в, namely a jet of the identical mapping having its source and its target at
0 e R". We denote by TQ the space which is tangent to p2 at 9 and by (ТЯ2М)„ the
vector space tangent to H2M at its arbitrary point u. Let w e H^M and let и be its
projection in H2M. Thus there exists an invariant form co(u) which maps any vector
X G (TH2M\
to some vector {œ{u) | X} e TQ, We refer to an intrinsic definition of œ,
cf. [1]. If Û = (;з/)о,х then и = {ff)o,x- ^ being a vector from {ТН2М\ there
exists in H2M a curve RBX -^ u^ such that u^eH2M, UQ = и and X is tangent to
this curve at u. Thus there exists a one-parameter family of mappings т - ^ / , such
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that we have u^ == {j^ft)o,xr- ^^ ^^У assume that/Q = / and UQ = u. We take into
consideration the composed mapping / " ^ o/^ if т is near to 0. The mapping т ->
-^ {hf~^ °fz)o,^ is a curve in JR" passing through в. We set <со(м) | X} to be equal
to the vector which is tangent to this curve. If we write the decomposition
CO = oj^' ® IJ + œ{ ® 1} + œik ® \f
then we have the following recurrent formulas for computing of со — s (cf. [3])
(31)

éy

= a}ojJ,

da J = aiffiJ" + alœ] ,

Here 3'^ flj, ад, a^^^y are the coordinates of the jet ü which are computed with respect
to some local map which maps the basic point x to (y^, ..., y"). Let (a]) be reciprocal
to (aj). In view of proposition (10) we have a% = â)a{^. Thus {a], a]) are local coordinates of a projective jet which is a map of u.
(32) Definition. We define the center-projective frame of the r-th order at x G M to
be a class of the following equivalence Q of local diffeomorphisms from jR" to M
Qf = Qd-^ff

= fg

and

f(dQtff)

= f{dQtj^g)

at

x

(33) Proposition. The set of center-projective frames of the r-th order at the point
Oe R" obeys the structure of a group.
P r o o f is almost obvious. We name that group the center-projective group of the
r-th order.
In particular we shall deal with the second order projective frames. Let дЫз. diffeomorphism of R" into itself such that g(0) = 0. We have
(34) Proposition. / / [g'j, g)j^, g)^^) are the coordinates of the corresponding element
of.L\, i.e. of {j^g)o,o ^^^ {dp djk^ 9jki) ^^^ ^he coordinates of its inverse, then the
coordinates of the center-projective jet of g are (g^, 5^д)ь=о,1,...,п ^here we have
9j

= 9hQkj .

9jk = QhQijk -

QiQrkQsQjk •

Proof. The first formula was given in proposition (10). The second one will be
obtained by some elementary operations with det (dig^'), ^^(det dig-^) and df^dk{dot д^д^).
If we take a),... instead of g), ...; a), ..., a'^ being local coordinates of a frame
at X e M, then the formula of proposition (34) yields the projection of the third order
linear frames to the corresponding center-projective frames of the second order.
Now let us compute da^ in complementary to (31). We have
(35)
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da] = d{âlalj) = (daO «L' + К da^j .

We use (31) and the following identities
(daj) a1 = - a j d a ? = - a » '

+ Ö>.0 .

After some simplifications we obtain from (35)
(36)

dfl,^ = a%co'' + 0)^- + a^.œ'j where

œ^j = œ',j.

In view of the equahty ÜQ = 1 we may write (31) and (36) together
(37)

da^ = aj^o)^ + a]œ]

and hence

(38)

m\ = 4(d^f - alo/)

where (fl^;) =
{ai)-\
Now we formulate
(39) Proposition. The contraction (co^^) -^ (co^) maps the components of the canonical form on Я3М to the components of the canonical forms on the center-projective
bundle.
We assume now that an infinitesimal connection on Я2М is given. We denote by y
the corresponding form of this connection. Then we write the decomposition

The canonical form Û> differs from y only by a linear combination of the forms о}\
Thus there exists an object of connection Г, H^M зи -> Г {и). We have the decom
position Г == w^ ® {^i'lH + r'j},ilf), cf. [1]. The components of Г are provided
with the following transformation rule: if g e Ü^ then we have (cf. [5])
(40)

r;:,(« . g) = gigrn,lu)
gin,iu

. g) + glsUn^u

-

g%,,

. g) - д'ЛПки

. g) =

= д'д'нПМ + gl^glnk^) - (gldh
where the last term is to be computed from the decomposition
àitpigl^ = {9li9'h)iiCoXu).
We have then
у} = со) + Г),со' , у), = ш], + Г},^

.

If we perform a contraction with respect to the indices к and h in (40), taking into
account the symmetry of Г with respect to the first two lower indices, then we obtain
gig; r%{ü . g) + {g%, = Г%{и) + 0° ГЦи)
where r°j = X^s^y Hence we have
(41)

r%{U , g) = glr';,g^j - g^jg^,,.
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Here we have denoted by ü (by g) the center-projective frame (the element of the
center-projective group) which is a canonical map of и (of g). Formula (41) may be
written together with (40) in the following unified form
(42)

Г%{й .g) = gl Г^,(й) g'j - g]~gl.

Thus we have obtained the following
(43) Theorem. Given any second order bundle with a connection (Я2М, y), then
there exists a projection (Я2М, y) -> {PM, y), у is here a connection form on PM
and the corresponding object T of this connection obeys the transformulation
rule (42).
The covariant differentials of the prolongated vector field v^ and of the correspond
ing divergence v (Def. (17)) have the following local expressions
Vu* = {dv' + v% àv[ - v'jyi + v{y) + i^^7J,)ij,fc = i,„.,„ ,
Щ

= ( d i ; ^ + i;^7,^)^=o,i.......

Then the both above formulas imply easily the following
(44) Theorem. The following diagram of operations is commutative:

~> Vv
Thus the mappings indicated above as "horizontal" are to be performed by contrac
tion, and those indicated as "vertical" are covariant differentiations with respect to y
and to 7-jc respectively.
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